CRISIL Global Research & Analytics is one of the world's leading analytics providers focused on high-end
research and analytics services to the world's top financial institutions, including leading investment banks
and asset management firms. Apart from Poland, we have research centers in India, China and Argentina
providing regional and global research support to our clients across the globe.
In Wroclaw, Poland, CRISIL GR&A specializes in offering deep insights in equity and fixed-income markets
through our research capabilities as well as supporting the global markets divisions of leading investment
banks in risk analytics, which includes quantitative modeling, regulatory reporting, derivative valuations and
risk technology. We enable our clients to enhance revenues, accelerate time-to-market and improve
operational efficiencies.
Quantitative Analyst
The Analyst would cooperate with client’s Multi-Asset allocation research team and have the opportunity to
work directly on behalf of one of our sell-side research clients.
Main role responsibilities:


Independently perform capital markets engine models, demographic data processing and other
processes for asset allocation



Apply methods for identifying information and developing models in data using SQL and MATLAB



Optimise and automate existing technical processes for more efficient data extraction and reports
producing

Who are we looking for:


1-3 years’ experience



Bachelors or Masters in Finance/Engineering/Economics or any related financial discipline



Experience and exposure to macroeconomics data and financial/capital markets



Strong programming experience/abilities in at least one any of the object programming languages
such as C++, C#, Python or JAVA; knowledge of R would be an additional asset



Experienced with SQL programming



Good understanding of statistical methods



Superior analytical & critical reasoning skills with ability to resolve typical data science problems



Fluency in English



Willingness to pursue CFA/FRM certifications would be considered as an advantage

By sending a recruitment application to Crisil Irevna Poland Sp. z o.o., you agree that the company will
be processing your personal data contained in the recruitment application in order to recruit for the
position indicated in the announcement
Interested candidates should attach the below clause to your CV and send to careers-poland@crisil.com:
"I hereby express my consent to process my personal data included in my job offer by CRISIL Irevna Poland
Sp. z o.o. or any other entity of the CRISIL group for recruitment purposes and once the recruitment process
is closed, I agree that CRISIL Irevna Poland Sp. z o.o. with its registered seat in Wroclaw, 50-125, ul. św.
Mikołaja 7 or any other entity of CRISIL group places and processes my personal data in its database. I also
express my consent to sending my personal data to third parties within CRISIL group pursuant to the
Personal Data Protection Act of 29th August 1997 (Journal of Laws of 2002, No. 101, position 926 as
amended). I submit the data voluntarily. I have been informed about the right of access to the content of my
data and about the possibility of correcting them."

